Decoratives_Engraved
Aayo Gurkhali (War Cry)
The fearless Gurkhas' rousing phrase executed in a typical Gurkhali style..











BLADE SIZE: 11 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 10mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 600 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 800 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1150 grams
FUNCTION: Combat, Gift, Decoration, Jungle warfare, Regular work
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal
CATEGORY: Decoratives_ENGRAVED
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

Another front liner of the celebrated “Patriotic Series” category of KHHI released to honor one of the most
fearsome and respected soldiers the modern world has ever seen; the GURKHAS.
“Aayo Gurkhali” in native Nepalese means “Here come the Gurkhas”, the famous war cry of the Gurkhas. The
legend says it all, the fearless Gurkhas used to charge upon their enemies screaming this rousing phrase in a
typical Gurkhali style. It is believed to have been the enemies’ worst nightmare and comrades/battalion best
possession/armor at the same time. The Aayo Gurkhali kukri is put on KHHI’s shelf to honor all Gurkhas who
were and are in the front line risking their lives to protect freedom and humanity. Khukuri House Handicraft

Industry proudly presents this khukuri to show its deep respect and gratitude to all those brave soldiers who
gave their lives and willing to give their lives for a noble cause and a better tomorrow.
This kukri is basically made in the “World War” version issued to the Gurkhas in world war days however with
an improvised finishing. The documented source and collections say that the World War version was widely
used by Gurkhas towards the end of World War period. This khukuri is fairly curved thus effective hence
favorite of many. The knife is slightly larger and more curved than the current kukri issued to Gurkhas. Steel
pommel and but cap are fitted in a regular horn handle to give an over all dashing look.
The scabbard of this knife is made in army green colored leather to give a different look and also to camouflage
the Kukri with the uniform and gears of the soldiers. The beautiful green scabbard of the Kukri brings more
durability and can be a displayable item at the same time. A cross kukri insignia of the legendary Gurkhas is
also mounted on frog of the khukuri, done to further give a typical “Gurkhali” look.
The blade is engraved with the phrase, “Aayo Gurkhali” and the famous “War Cry” insignia (logo) of the
Gurkhas as a dedication to the brave soldiers and also to recall their famous war action.
Materials / Features:
Army green leather scabbard, highly polished blade and horn handle, “War Cry” chemical engraving

Gurkha VC (Honoring the War Heroes)
A tribute to the war heroes who gave everything, even their lives..











BLADE SIZE: 11 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 10mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 625 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 825 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT1175 grams
FUNCTION: Collection, Gift, Military, Show Piece
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal
CATEGORY: Decoratives_ENGRAVED
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

This is a tribute to the war heroes who gave everything, even their lives in the line of duty. Their priceless
devotion, loyalty, bravery and personality have earned them enormous respect, distinction and worldwide
recognition. We will always remain grateful and gratified to these great people for giving us our identity and
national pride. They are the true heroes of Nepal. This khukuri is a dedication to the Gurkha VCs by KHHI to
mark its utmost admiration and deepest remembrance. “We salute you all”.
There are altogether 8 Gurkha VCs displayed in the blade on both sides. Each of them has their own valiant
story and courageous military action
The names are given as follows; VC Rambahadur Limbu, VC Lachhiman Gurung, VC Gaje Ghale, VC Kulbir
Thapa, VC Tulbahadur Pun, VC Agansing Rai, VC Ganju Lama and VC Thaman Gurung.
A famous “World War” version is picked for this noble purpose. Since the formation of 1st Gurkha Military
unit back in early 19th century many kukri knives have come into limelight and countless legendary tales
attached to it. The World War version is one of them and believed to have been used by British Gurkhas
towards the end of 2nd world war period. The documented sources do not really point to the fact that it was
issued then but because of its more effective size, shape and weight Gurkhas were individually found widely
using the kukri during the war torn days.
In the hand of these fearless Gurkhas, World War became a formidable and often victorious knife that an
opponent had to face against reluctantly. And thus the legend was born which continues to reign even today.
A perfect displayer to keep at home or office, to honor the war heroes who stood in the harm’s way, who gave
their lives for others.

(The price also includes wooden display stand)
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, water buffalo horn handle, 2 x small knives

The Brigade of Gurkhas set
For all those true and loyal Gurkhas supporters and well wishers to pay tribute and to honor the commendable
deeds of the brave Gurkhas from Nepal..











BLADE SIZE: 11 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 10mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 625 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 825 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1075 grams
FUNCTION: Decoration, Gift, Military, Show Piece
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal
CATEGORY: Decoratives_ENGRAVED
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

The historic and famous “World War 2” version which is also a very common and renowned kukri in local
market and within the Gurkha society, which played a crucial role in making Gurkhas as one of the formidable
soldiers of the modern era is now engraved with Regimental insignias (emblems) of the Brigade of Gurkhas to
honor and remember these outstanding army units which served and are still serving the British Empire with
utmost dedication, sincerity and extraordinary courage.
KHHI gives this kukri a unique look together with its beautiful shape, well balanced and effective body. This 11
inch long kukri’s already glorious image is boosted with the display of the regiments of the “Brigade of
Gurkhas” in its blade done intentionally to pay tribute and to honor these distinguish and commendable Gurkha

Regiments and its fellow comrades, in memory of the old and new army units that served the British and the
world to its best ability and highest capability.
One side of the “The Brigade of Gurkhas set” has new regiments and the other has old (disbanded) regiments
displayed of the legendary “Brigade of Gurkhas” regiments of British Army. After India’s independence in
1947 mobilization for war-raised army units took place in which some of the Gurkha regiments (2nd, 6th, 7th
and 10th) were integrated into the British Army under Britain flagship as the “Brigade of Gurkhas”. Since its
simulation into the British Army the Brigade of Gurkhas has seen many changes in which QGS, QGE and
QOGLR were raised to serve the army’s and government need. Later the four Gurkha infantry regiments 2nd,
6th, 7th and 10th were amalgamated to the RGR in 1994 in Hong Kong.
Unlike the regular World War, the scabbard carries a “Cross Kukri” badge fitted at the belt loop. The cross
kukri symbol has been a unique and distinct Gurkha trademark and icon since its origin centuries back. The
famous insignia symbolizes the brave Gurkhas. The Brigade of Gurkhas set also comes with a beautiful black
colored foldable double wooden stand as shown in the picture.
“The Brigade of Gurkhas set” is for those who admire and appreciate the legendary units of the Brigade of
Gurkhas of the British Army. A must displayer for all those true and loyal Gurkhas supporters and well wishers
to pay tribute and to honor the commendable deeds of the brave Gurkhas from Nepal.

Existing Regiments::
1. RGR (Royal Gurkha Rifles)
2. QGE (Queen's Gurkha Engineers)
3. QGS (Queen's Gurkha Signals)
4. Q0GLR (Queen's Own Gurkha Logistic Regiment)
Old Regiments:
5. 10th G.R (10th Princess Mary's Own Gurkha Rifles)
6. 7th G.R (7th Duke of Edinburgh's Own Gurkha Rifles)
7. 6th G.R (6th Queen Elizabeth's Own Gurkha Rifles)
8. 2nd G.R (2nd King Edward VII's Own Gurkha Rifles)
(Price also includes Display Stand)
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, Indian rosewood handle, 2 x small knives

